Use as much as you need put aside the rest in the tin it cant fear
- the cheese -

PLAZA YOUR POPULAR CINEMA

“IT’S A GREAT FEELING”

Every Tuesday & Thursday 8.30 p.m.

STILL AGAINST THE SKY

(2 Tickets for the price of 1)

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY 7.30 Evening

SUNDAY & THURSDAY 5.30 Evening

BARTON’S CANDIDATES

The Favourite Choice of the Adult Audience

JOHN PAINE

MRS. FOLEY

SILVER MILE

TOOTH & TAIL

A Paramount Double Feature

GAILEY (The Garden) ST. JAMES

SUNDAY AND TRADITIONAL VIDEO

REEL PARDON "SPEAK TO MOTHER"

SUNDAY AND TRADITIONAL VIDEO

STILL AGAINST THE SKY

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY 7.30 Evening

SILVER MILE

TOOTH & TAIL

A Paramount Double Feature

AQUATIC CLUB CINEMA (Monday Only)

GET THE TOOTH & NOSE AND VICTOR IN THE AIR

"ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON" in Trehetherst

A Warren Sue. Filmmaker

Consulting Tuesday 12.

"CONFLICT" starring Humphrey Bogart and Smith

Dial 1937

BARBADOS CO-OPERATIVE COTTON FACTORY LTD.

CARIB CALLING

With British Admiral

MILTON S. RYDER, who will

direct the annual Flower Show

in Honour of The Visitors

This Spring Festival will be

held at the Martinsville and
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in the manner of the
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